
Our Curriculum

Watch us blossom as we know more, 
remember more and do more...



At Roundhay, our curriculum is carefully designed, implemented and reviewed to ensure that our 

excellence on a daily basis to ensure children are responsible, resilient and ready for their next of character by designing our curriculum 

to key themes to ensure real depth of learning 

children knowing more, remembering more 
and being able to do more across our broad 

curriculum and deep dive into every aspect 
of our work in our relentless pursuit of 

The Roundhay Primary Curriculum

hand facts which children are expected to 

underpins the key ideas and concepts taught 

facts, children are more prepared to make 
rich and exciting connections to other parts of 

 

skills which the children build upon in each 



Read words accurately

 

Can work out the pronunciation of any unfamiliar words by focusing on all of the letters in a word

 

Read aloud with appropriate intonation that shows secure understanding

Maintain positive attitudes towards reading

 
literary heritage, and books from other cultures and traditions

Recommend books that they have read to their peers and others, giving innovative reasons for their choices

Prepare poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing an understanding through the use of intonation,  
tone and volume, in order to make the meaning clear to the audience

 

 

 

 An example of our progression
of skills in Reading in Year 6

Reading is at the heart of our curriculum and we are exceptionally proud of our 

children to: explain the meaning of words in context; retrieve information from the 

 

Reading



EYFS

YEAR 1

Roundhay’s 
Reading

Road Map

Roundhay’s 
Reading

Road Map

Key:
Female author
Male author
Key author for the 
year group

Author from a 
different culture

Text linked to core 
value and / or 
personal development

Text linked to 
historical period
Classic text  
Traditional tale
Alternative 
traditional tale
Key text 
Play script

‘Boy in the Tower’ by Polly Ho-Yen

‘The Garbage King’ by Elizabeth Laird 

‘Street Child’ by Berlie Doherty 

‘Romeo and Juliet’ by William Shakespeare 

‘Wonder’ by R. J. Palacio 

‘Macbeth’ by William Shakespeare 

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

‘Bob and the Moontree Mystery’ by 
Simon Bartram

‘Vlad and the Great Fire of London’ by 
Kate Cunningham 

‘The King of Space’ by Jonny Duddle

‘Gigantosaurus’ by Jonny Duddle

‘The Queen’s Hat’ by Steve Antony

‘Paddington’ by Michael Bond

‘Stuck’ by Oliver Jeffers

‘The Lonely Beast’ 
by Chris Judge

‘The Robot and the Bluebird’ 
by David Lucas

‘The Journey home’ by Frann 
Preston-Gannon

’Little Red Riding Hood’

‘Winnie the Pooh’ by 
A. A. Milne

‘Pumpkin Soup’ by Helen Cooper
‘Stick Man’ by Julia Donaldson 

‘Leaf Man’ by Lois Ehlert 
‘The Crayons’ Christmas’ by 

Drew Daywalt
Jack and the Beanstalk

‘Handa’s Surprise’ by Eileen 
Browne

‘Oliver’s Vegetables’ by Vivian 
French & Alison Bartlett 

‘Billy’s Bucket’ by Kes Gray
& Garry Parsons

‘Kiss the Dust’ by Elizabeth Laird

‘Goodnight Mr Tom’ by Michelle 
Magorian

‘Macbeth’ by William Shakespeare 

‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ by Michael 
Morpurgo 

‘Romeo and Juliet’ by William 
Shakespeare 

YEAR 4
 ‘Varjak Paw’ by S. F. Said

‘Ice Palace’ by Robert Swindells

‘Room 13’ by Robert Swindells

‘The Eye of the Wolf’ by Daniel 
Pennac

‘Ottoline and the Yellow Cat’ by 
Chris Riddell 

‘The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe’ by C. S. Lewis 

YEAR 3
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ by Roald Dahl

‘Jack and the Baked Beanstalk’ by 
Colin Stimpson

‘Ice Bear’ by Jackie Morris

‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
Stone’ by J. K. Rowling

How to Train Your Dragon’ by 
Cressida Cowell 

‘Alice in Wonderland’ by 
Lewis Carroll YEAR 2



The pupil can write for a range of purposes and audiences

Use the correct tense throughout a piece of writing

 

Using mostly correctly

Capital letters and full stops

Question marks

Making some correct use of
Apostrophes for contraction/possession

Use inverted commas to punctuate direct speech

ambitious and articulate author that exists in 

text linked to the purpose and genre they 

children apply their learning in a new piece 
of writing, where they can demonstrate their 

are then published by the children and form 

collection of writing which is celebrated in the 

 

by focusing on the key skills which we expect 

ideas using the key skills, in addition to always  
inspiring children to use more ambitious 

standards of presentation in their writing, 
and we teach a continuous cursive style 

expected standard, they are considered for 
a pen licence and present their writing to 

moment for all of the children!

 All Year 4 pupils are expected 
to master the key skills listed.

 Our Reading and  
Writing Cycle for Years 1-6.

foundational knowledge and understanding 

patterns and rules which they must apply to 

children memorise up to ten words from the 
statutory vocabulary that they are expected 
to spell correctly, and have daily practice of 



us to create a consistent approach across our school as we all work together to ensure 

 

vocabulary and build knowledge; negotiate; evaluate and build on the ideas of others; and 

Phonics Oracy



 

Talk Time Sessions



and reasoning, and teaching children how to 

children to recall and apply key procedures 
that will enable accuracy and success during 
the more challenging problems they will 

carefully structured to ensure understanding 

can often include some challenging, abstract 

and pictorial representations to underpin 

are able to use resources such as Numicon, 

they are developing their understanding in 

 

using trial and improvement, seeking patterns, or using bar modelling to represent problems in 

Maths

mathematical procedures and how to 

collaborative practice before applying 

children encounter challenging reasoning 

 

 

Maths and so our curriculum contains many 
opportunities for children to recall and practise 

being able to recall key facts such as number 

to be able to answer any times table fact up to An example of 
progression across year 
groups for year 1-6.

An example of our
Year 6 lesson overview.



 An overview of the subjects
covered in our Science curriculum.

• Living things do things to keep themselves 
alive. Children learn about the processes 
plants and animals do to stay alive and 
healthy, such as learning about nutrition, 
staying healthy, digestion, evolution, and 

• 
from the cellular to the species level, with 
each part having a function. Children learn 

animals and what their function is, such as 

• 

properties.
chemistry is developed through exploring 

understand how materials can change their 

Science

state, and how materials can be mixed 

• 
distance or by touching them. Children 

• Light, sound and electricity are all forms 
of energy.
forms of energy and the many phenomena 

• 

system. 

bodies in the solar system and how the 

As they progress through school, children 
learn the key knowledge and understanding 
which underpin these ideas, in addition to 

carry out investigations, gather data, and use 

designed to enable children to build on 
previously taught concepts and their existing 

contains demonstrations or practical activities 
linked to the concept being taught, so that 
children can explore and experiment with the 

and terminology and we encourage children to 

ideas of science, children also learn about 
key scientists from around the world, who 
have made discoveries and contributed to 

scientists as we want all of our children to see 
themselves in our curriculum and believe that 

 

Humans Humans Materials Plants Animals

Materials Plants Humans and 
Animals

Nutrition

system
Magnets

Plants Rocks

Habitats and 

Materials Materials Plants
Reproduction

Circulatory 

Circulatory 



 Examples of progression in two
strands of the Science curriculum.

Strand

• 
something they have seen 

• Attempt to answer a 
 

own experience 

• 

 

• 
 

• Choose a way of answering 

• 

that can be answered by an 
 

• Consider and decide on 
best way to answer a 

 

• 

• 
 

•  
to  

•  
prediction based on prior 

control variables 

• Choose what they want to 

 
 •  
 • Uses egg timers to 

 

• Uses rulers to measure 

magnifying glasses/hand 
lenses to look at something 

 

• 

results in a prepared table/
 

• 

•  
 • 

 

• Choose appropriate 
 

• 

a tally chart to record 
 

 
 • Use a simple graph or  
chart  
 • Use and decide which 
rulers to use to measure 
length in m/cm/mm 
 • Use a balance to  
measure    

• Use a stopwatch to 
 

 • Use a thermometer to 
 

 • Use a data logger to  
record temperature,  

 
 • Record measurements 
accurately using correct 

• Choose which observation 
should  

 

• appropriate 

make accurate and precise 
 

 
• Use repeated readings 

to increase precision of 
 

 
• Choose length of 

 

• Choose appropriate method 

Record observations using 
 

tables, scatter graphs,  
bar charts, line graphs and 

 
 

• 



Progression of Skills in Geography at Roundhay

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
scale; contrasting and distant places

• Collect and record evidence and begin to draw conclusions 

• 
• 

comparisons between locations photos/pictures/maps

• 

• 
photos and internet as sources of information

• 

• 
• 

secondary sources of evidence and use some to make 

• 
scale; contrasting and distant places

• Collect and record evidence unaided
• 

• 
• 

• 
scale

• 
• 

• 
•  

their investigations
• 

contrasting and distant places
• 
• 

patterns and explain reasons behind it

Healthy Places 

Rivers

Coast and Country

Climate Change Migration

 An overview of topics covered
in our Geography curriculum.

 An example of progression
in a strand of the Geography curriculum.

 

Geography



of key people, places and dates, children 

such as interpreting sources, establishing 
causation, understanding change over time 

 
are the wonderful stories which provide a 

 

understanding of the past and how things 

to understand how things can change over 
time, and how key people and events are 

History
Power and Justice

 

Medieval Monarchs

cultures and how many features of modern 

also learn about the theme of power and 

Children learn about these topics through 

is an important opportunity to learn about the 
history and legacies of other countries and 
cultures and to be able to compare these 

 An overview of topics covered
in our History curriculum.

 An example of progression
in a strand of the History curriculum.

History Progression of Skills

Chronology

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• Place the time studied on a time line
• 
• Use dates related to the passing of time

• 
• Place events from period studied on a time line
• Use terms related to the period and begin to date events
• 

• 
• Place current study on timeline in relation to other studies
• 
• Use relevant terms and periods labels
• Relate current studies to previous studies
• 

•  

• Place current study on timeline in relation to other studies
• Use relevant dates and times
• 



 Design and Technology Progression of Skills

Year Group Project Skills

• 

• Communicate their ideas through hand gestures, speaking and 

• Create a drawn design of a purposeful, functional card that themselves 
or others could use    

• 

•  

•  

• Use research to develop and design a functional and appealing photo 

• 

• Use research to develop a design criteria to inform the design of a 

• 

• Use research to develop a design criteria to inform the design of 

• Use their success criteria to select the most appropriate design 

• 

• Use research and exploration to identify and understand users needs 

• Use their success criteria to select the most appropriate design based 

• 

 An overview of projects each
year group work on throughout the year.

Children explore and analyse existing designs, develop their own ideas, conduct focused, 
practical tasks to develop their making skills, and then utilise all of their learning to design 

Reception: Hand puppets
Year 1: Card with levers
Year 2: 
Year 3:
Year 4: Plastic lamps
Year 5:
Year 6: 

DT



Music Skills Progression

Year Group Signing and Performing Composing

• Use voices to sing songs, chants and rhymes
• 

instruments

• 

• 
expression, exploring how the voice can be used in 

• Use the voice to explore, pulse, pitch, volume in 
contrasting ways

•  
untuned instruments

• Perform to an audience

• 
ways of making a sound with them

• 
• Control and change the words and musical  

• Understand how to control a tuned musical 

melodies
• Create and combine sounds using tuned and  

untuned instruments

• 

• Perform in a group using voices
• 
• Perform simple melodic and rhythmic parts
• Play tuned instruments with increasing control  

and expression
• 

• 
• Record ideas using notation of rhythm

• 
• Maintain a simple part within a group 
• Understand the importance of posture, breathing 

and control during singing 
• Perform with conscious control of voice 
• Play tuned and untuned instruments expressively 

with control 
• 

• Carefully choose, order, combine and control 

• 

• Perform with conscious understanding of phrasing, 
breathing and diction

• Perform in a group and alone using voices and 
instruments creatively incorporating expression and 
control

• 
• 

• 
in a bar to record 

• 
group or a solo

• 

contribution 
• 

expressively and in tune
• 

• Compose using an understanding of music from a 
range of cultures, times and styles

• Plan for expression in compositions
• 

composition including melody, rhythms and chords
• Quickly read musical notation

 Examples of progression in two
strands of our Music curriculum.

Roundhay is to:

• 
music from a range of cultures, heritages, 
historical periods and genres 

• 
 

• Create their own music using their voice 
and instruments 

• 
opportunities each year developing their 

 

•  
of music and how music is created

Music

progression document which outlines how 

document ensures that children have the 
relevant knowledge, skills and understanding 

children spend two afternoons per week 
learning to listen and appraise a range of 

and play instruments such as the recorder or 

performing and musical celebration of the 

 



Roundhay School Drawing Progression of Skills

Year Group Skills

• 
• Create moods in their drawings
• 
• 

• Create moods in their drawings
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• Create a sense of distances and proportion in a drawing
• 
• 

• 
• Create a sense of distances and proportion in a drawing
• Use line to create movement in a drawing
• Understand how drawing skills can support other media
• 
• 

• Communicate ideas and convey a sense of individual style when sketching
• 
• 
• Create accurate and experimental drawings
•  

 An example of progression
in a strand of our Art curriculum.

Art is a popular and important part of our 

four art lessons where they practise and 

with a professional artist to develop bespoke 

Art

backwards from an intended outcome so 
that children can master each stage of the 

rightly proud of the fantastic outcomes they 
achieve, which adorn the walls of our halls and 



Spanish Progression of Knowledge and Skills

• • 
consonants

• Recap vowels and 
consonants and use to 
spell words

• Alphabet – match 
sounds to letters and 
use letter names to 
spell words

• 
familiar spoken words, 
phrases and sentences

• 
words and short 
phrases

• Pick out some detail 
from short spoken 
passages

• 
understand the main 
points and some 
detail from a short 
spoken passage

• Understand 
conventions such as 
turn taking and valuing 
the contribution of 
others

• Communicate by 
asking and answering 
a wider range of 

• Join in a short 
conversation

• 
respond to a short 
conversation using 
sentences

• Communicate with 
others using simple 
words and phrases and 
short sentences

• Memorise and present 
a short text

• Communicate by 
asking and answering 
a wider range of 

• Join in a short 
conversation

• Make a short 
presentation using a 
model

• 
• 

without prompts

• Use correct 
pronunciation in 
spoken work

• Use correct 
pronunciation in 
spoken work

• Use correct 
pronunciation in 
spoken work

• 
in a clear audible 
voice

• Recognise and 
understand some 
familiar words and 
phrases in written form

• Read aloud in chorus, 

known text

• 
understand familiar 
written phrases

• 
while listening and 
reading, saying some 
of the text

• Read a wider range of 
words, phrases and 
sentences aloud

• 
variety of short texts

• Read and understand 
some of the main 
points from a text

• Read aloud with 

expression, in chorus 
or individually

• Read and understand 
the main points 
and some detail 
from a short written 
passage

• 
words using a model

• 
words from memory

• 
words and phrases 
without help

• Make simple sentences 
and short texts

• 
and a few sentences 
using a model

• 
sentences from 
memory

• Use punctuation to 
make a sentence 
make sense

• 
using a model

 

 Progression of skills in
our Spanish curriculum.

although a focus is made on correct pronunciation and application of prior learning as children 

MFL



 Roundhay Computing Long Term Plans

Year

Programming Music Creation Comic Creation

programming

Programming 
with scratch 

Junior
handling animation

Recognise uses 

Programming in editing and 
creation

Comic creation Music creation

Programming in 
Animation

Programming in 
programming App design Music creation

Physical devices

Programming in Programming in 
Python

Computers: Past, 
present and 

future

 

Computing



Year

Fundamentals

control and 

large and small 
movements, 
move 

Gymnastics
Jumping Jacks

fundamental 
movement skills 

ordination 

Dance

movement 
patterns  

Running, Agility 
& Coordination

Changes speed 
& direction
Applying in 

Throwing & 
Catching 

activities

Attacking & 
Defending 
Tactics

Fundamentals

of running 
successfully, 
changing 
directions 

throwing, 
catching skills 

Gymnastics
Points of 
Contact

fundamental 
movement 

agility, balance 

Dance

movement 
patterns  

Running, Agility 
& Coordination

Changes speed 
& direction
Applying in 

Throwing & 
Catching 

activities

Attacking & 
Defending 
Tactics

Ball handling 
skills

of travel, travel 
with, send 
chase, receive, 
aim, chase, 
dribble, avoid, 
attack, defend

Gymnastics
Patterns and 
Pathways

broad range 

actions to make 

Dance
Range of dance 
movements

Outdoor & 
Adventurous 
Activities

bouldering, 
team building, 

solving 

Athletics

strength, 
control, balance
Achieve 
personal best 

Attacking & 
Defending 
Tactics

to develop 
attacking & 
defending 
tactics 

Invasion Games 

ground

Gymnastics
Principles of 

broad range 

actions to make 

Dance
Range of dance 
movements

Outdoor & 
Adventurous 
Activities

bouldering, 
team building, 

solving 

Athletics

strength, 
control, balance
Achieve 
personal best 

Attacking & 
Defending 
Tactics

to develop 
attacking & 
defending 
tactics 

Invasion Games 
Netball

Gymnastics
Pair Composition  

broad range 

actions to make 

Dance
Range of dance 
movements

Outdoor & 
Adventurous 
Activities

bouldering, 
team building, 

solving 

Athletics

strength, 
control, balance
Achieve 
personal best

& Striking/
Fielding
Cricket
Rounders

Invasion Games 
Hockey

Gymnastics

broad range 

actions to make 

Dance
Range of dance 
movements

Outdoor & 
Adventurous 
Activities

bouldering, 
team building, 

solving 

Athletics

strength, 
control, balance
Achieve 
personal best

& Striking/
Fielding
Cricket
Rounders

 



embedded in our whole school ethos and 

promises of trying our best, being respectful 

whole school focuses on one of our core 
values, which is threaded throughout the wider 

of purpose and understanding of the world in a 
drive to ensure that Roundhay pupils are ready 

 

Strength of Character

bespoke to our school and designed with 

deepened by talk to promote the sharing of 

A wide variety of areas are explored, both 
inside and outside of the classroom, which are 
further enriched by theme weeks throughout 
the year; some huge successes have included 

children to recognise their own achievements 

regularly updates their targets in our very own 

each cohort can record their Personal 

involves classroom provision, within our 
behaviour strategies, whole class teaching or 

builds relationships with pupils and their 

school; weekend events such as tree planting 
on the school site; parent forum meetings; and 
visits or communication with other schools 

Personal Development



sessions per 
week

Music History

Identity &
community & security

Sustainable
development

Diversity &
individualism

Power &
Justice

Good health  
& well being

• European Day 
of Language

• Harvest
• Adoption 

Awareness 
Diwali 

• 
• Anti – Bullying 

Week 
• Road Safety 

Week 
• Children in 

• Big Garden 
Birdwatch 

• Inside Out Day 
• Safer Internet

• Mother’s Day
• Down 

Syndrome 
Awareness 
Week 

• Autism 
Awareness

• Religious 
speakers 
throughout the 
half term

• Queen’s 
Birthday 

• VE Day
• World Fair 

Trade Day 

• Father’s Day
• Raising 

Aspirations 
Week

• Enterprise 
Week  
Money Minds 

• Fitness 
Fortnight

EYFS follows Development Matters and achieves the ELG for Personal, Social and Emotional Development (PSED).  
This prime area runs through all teaching, learning and provision.  Their enabling environments are designed to 
facilitate achieving these skills.  Each half term, they have texts to link with the core value and key theme to discuss  
as part of story time.



Autumn Spring Summer

Where do we live and  
who lives there?

How are special times 
celebrated?
 
What makes a good 
helper? 

What can we see in 
our wonderful world? 

Who and what are  
special to us? 

Which books and 
stories are special?

How do we celebrate 
special events?
 
What does it mean to 
belong to a church or 
mosque? 

How and why do we 
care for others?
 
Who brought messages 
about God and what 
did they say? 

How is new life 
welcomed?

How can we make 
good choices?
 
How and why do 
people pray? 

How can we look after 
the planet?
 
What did Jesus teach 
and how did he live? 

How do Jews remember 
God’s covenant with 
Abraham and Moses?

What is spirituality and 
how do people 
experience this?
 
What do Christians 
believe about a 
good life? 

What do the creation 
stories tell us?
 
Who can inspire us? 

How are important 
events remembered?

What faiths are shared 
in our community?

How do the Five Pillars 
guide Muslims?

Why are Gurus at the 
heart of Sikh belief and 
practice?

Why are some journeys 
and places special?

What values are shown in 
codes for living?
 
Should we forgive others?

What do Christians 
believe about the old 
and new covenants?

How do Sikh’s show 
commitment?

What do Christians 
believe about Jesus’ 
death and resurrection?
 
How does growing up 
bring responsibilities? 

How do Jews remember 
the Kings and Prophets 
in worship and life?

understanding of world faiths and other beliefs, 

a common humanity and we share this patch 

to nurture informed and resilient responses to 

their spiritual, moral, social and cultural 
development by: 

• 

and of how religious teachings can relate  
to them

• 
reference to the teachings and practices  
of religions and other belief systems, 
relating them to their own understanding 
and experience 
 

• 
experiences in the light of their study

to share their experiences, thoughts and 

views and belief systems, are taught alongside 
nurturing tolerance, respect, empathy and 






